
JUDICIAL INSPECTORATE FOR CORRECTIONAL SERVICES (JICS) 
BUSINESS CASE AND OPERATING MODEL 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 
In accordance with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 the Republic is one, 
sovereign, democratic state founded on inter alia the principles of human dignity, the achievement 
of equality and the advancement of human rights and freedom . Section 10 recognises the right to 
Human Dignity and Section 35, the rights of, inter alia, arrested and detained persons. 

The Correctional Services Act 111 of 1998 (CSA) gives effect to these founding principles by 
making provision for the establishment of an independent office under the control of an Inspecting 
Judge (IJ). Thus it is ensured that the Bill of Rights as espoused in the Constitution are observed 
with respect to the treatment of prisoners in the various correctional facilities spread around the 
country. 

Furthermore, South Africa is a signatory to several international instruments such as the United 
Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment (CAT) and the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners (the Mandela Rules) that advocates oversight of correctional facilities by an 
independent inspectorate. 

JICS is tasked with oversight in both correctional centres (housing sentenced offenders) and 
remand detention facilities (housing remand detainees). 

JICS is described as "an independent office under the control of an Inspecting Judge" in the 
CSA 1 but as depicted hereunder, is reliant in practice on DCS {the very Department that it is 
tasked to oversee). 

Independence: What is it? 
Independence, both operational and administratively, lies at the heart of the challenges faced by 
JlCS. 

Although independence is firstly "a state of mind," or an attitude by the lJ and his/her staff, in 
practice it is also measured against the perception of acting without "fear or favour" and practical 
considerations such as who controls funding, and administrative processes , etc. 

Despite the growth and apparent success of JICS, especially during the past three years, it is 
found that DCS, still has control over the administrative, financial and to a lesser extend 
operational functions of JICS severely hampering its day-to-day functioning. 
Administration 
Although JIGS is an independent office according to legislation, its administration is 
largely dependent on DCS. 

1 Section 85 (1 ). 
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It's staffing, office accommodation (facilities management), vehicle fleet and electronic 
administrative systems for example is influenced and, in some cases, managed by DCS. 
Although it can be argued that such challenges can be overcome through administrative 
processes such as negotiation and memoranda of understanding between JICS and 
DCS, it remains inappropriate for an independent oversight body to be administratively 
dependent upon the very institution that it must oversee. 

A case in point is the dependence of JICS on DCS regarding office accommodation. 
The process of securing offices for the IJ and JICS in Pretoria started as far back as 
2016, administrated by DCS. To date, this process is still not properly attended to by 
senior DCS officials. 

Operational 
The core operational business of JICS is to inspect correctional facilities and report on 
conditions in the various centres, treatment of inmates and also report on any corrupt or 
dishonest practices within correctional facilities. 

Independent Correctional Centre Visitor (ICCVs) also visit correctional facilities on a daily 
basis to monitor complaints resolution and act as the "eyes and ears" of the IJ. 

Action taken by JICS 
JICS approached the DPSA to gain advice on how to ensure greater independence. 
Officials of DPSA advised JICS to research the various Government Forms currently 
available and also assisted with presentations and expert advice. 

Interactions with the offices of the Minister, Deputy Minister, DCS, DPSA and Treasury 
were held. 
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SA's APPROACH TO OVERSIGHT IN CORRECTIONAL CENTRES 

The establishment of JICS as well as its powers functions and duties is set out in Chapters 
IX and X of the CSA. 

International and regional instruments 
South Africa is a signatory to both the United Nations Convention Against Torture and 
other Cruel, Inhuman or degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) and the United 
Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Mandela Rules). 
Both of these international instruments require the establishment of an oversight body to 
monitor the rights of incarcerated persons. Similarly, the Robin Island Guidelines provides 
for humane detention of persons on a regional level. 

THE JUDICIAL INSPECTORATE FOR CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

JIGS developed from a small office in Cape Town to an organisation with regional offices in five 
(5) provinces and a national office in Pretoria. 

Currently the JICS' regional offices are located in Centurion, Bloemfontein, Durban, East London 
and Cape Town. 

The current JICS oversight system 
JICS currently has a dual oversight system: 

Office of the IJ 
• Systematically inspects all correctional centres through the Inspecting Judge (IJ) 

and inspectors appointed for this purpose. 
• Investigates deaths and other incidents including corrupt or dishonest practices by 

DCS. 
• Receives reports from DCS on segregation, use of force, deaths and use of 

mechanical restraints. 
• Manages unresolved complaints received from ICCVs and Visitors Committees 

(VCs). 
• Manages complaints received directly from stakeholders. 
• Reports on each inspection to the Minister. 
• Reports annually to the State President, Minister and Portfolio Committee. 
• The IJ (through the CEO who is the administrative head of JICS) appoints staff as 

necessary for the effective functioning of JICS. 
• The IJ (through the CEO who is the administrative head of JICS) makes rules for 

the effective functioning of the ICCV system. 
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Independent Correctional Centre Visitors (ICCVs) 
• ICCVs have been described in the past as the "eyes and ears of the IJ". 
• Correctional facilities are located in or near cities and towns and forms part of the 

community as both inmates and DCS officials are from that community. It is 
therefore essential that ICCVs who are from the same community, enhance 
oversight "by the community for the community". 

• ICCVs are appointed on request of the IJ by the CEO in terms of section 92 of the 
CSA after a consultative process with the community organisations which includes 
a process of calling for nominations. 

• The main focus of ICCVs is dealing with inmates' complaints at a correctional 
centre level. 

• ICCVs are independent contractors paid per hour. The standard current contract 
for ICCVs is 1 (one) year as ICCVs are not currently on the JICS' post 
establishment. 

• The powers, functions and duties of ICCVs are set out in section 93 of the CSA 
and (as mentioned above) focuses almost exclusively on dealing with inmate 
complaints. 

• ICCVs are managed by officials from the JICS regional offices through a system of 
structured audits. Every ICCV is audited at least twice a year at the centre where 
they are nominated to work. 

Current administration and financial services 
Support services 
The independence of JICS is not only determined by its organisational form , or the statutory 
independence of its operational mandate, but is determined by the administrative powers and 
functions conferred. 

JICS is not officially regarded as a separate juristic entity, it is dependent on DCS for its electronic 
administrative systems (Management Information Systems) such as BAS, LOGIS and PERSAL. 

The practical solution will be to delink JICS from DCS. DCS seems to agree with JICS to delink 
in theory but in practice negotiations are very slow. 

If new JICS positions are to be registered on PERSAL, for example, DCS must first give JICS 
officials access to the system. During performance assessment of its staff, DCS decides when 
(and if) JICS staff will receive performance bonuses regardless of the fact that JICS has funds 
available for the payment and more importantly that the staff are deserving of the remuneration. 

DCS expects JICS to adhere to its administrative policies such as PMDS, while JICS has its own 
policies that adhere to the standard as prescribed by the Department of Public Service and 
Administration (DPSA). 

Management Information Systems (MIS) 
The JICS Management Information System (MIS} is linked to DCS, as JICS must have access to 
the DCS inmate and correctional facility database for operational and reporting purposes. 
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Examples include DCS mandatory reporting of deaths, segregations, use of mechanical restraints 
and use of force. JICS also has created its own Management Information System (MIS), where 
inmate complaints are registered in electronic files and information on ICCVs are stored. All these 
systems are managed by DCS, weakening JICS independence further. 

JICS officials use the same email addresses as DCS (e.g., John.doe@dcs.gov.za) reinforcing the 
perception that JICS is not independent from DCS. 

DCS resources versus JICS resources: Overview of the extent of the prison and oversight 
system in figures. 

• DCS currently has 243 correctional centres in operation. 
• The inmate population averages 164,000 inmates. 
• DCS has approximately 41,000 employees and a budget of roughly R 21.57 billion 

per year. 
• JICS must fulfil its oversight role with 86 permanent staff members and a budget 

of approximately R71 million. 

Will JICS be able to function independently without DCS? 
Improved governance and accountability 
No organisation can function effectively and efficiently without policies in place, which emanates 
from broader governance legislation like the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act 1 of 
1999) (PFMA) and the Public Service Act, 1994 (Act 103 of 1994) (PSA). 

In order to encourage compliance with the aforementioned governance legislation, JICS 
management officially approved the following policies, procedures and plans to govern its own 
administration and operations: 

• Strategic management 
JICS Delegations - Annexure A 
JICS Operational plan 2018/2019 - Annexure B 
JICS Service Delivery Model and Charter -Annexure C 

• HR related 
Bursary Policy - Annexure D 
Dress and Appearance Code -Annexure E 
Email Usage Policy - Annexure F 
Employment Equity Plan 2017-2020 -Annexure G 
Parking Policy - Annexure H 
Performance Management and Development System of Employees (PMDS) Policy -
Annexure I 
Recruitment and Selection of Permanent Staff Policy-Annexure J 
Resettlement Procedure Policy - Annexure K 
Sexual Harassment Policy-Annexure L 
SOP for Pre-Employment Screening - Annexure M 
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• Financial 
Cell Phone/Data Policy - Annexure N 
Financial Instructions -Annexure 0 
Telephone Policy-Annexure P 
Policy on Loss Control and Determination of Liability - Annexure Q 

Petty Cash Policy-plan-Annexure R 

• Stakeholder policies 
Media Policy - Annexure S 
Stakeholder engagement and Visitor's Policy-Annexure T 
Recruitment, Selection and Appointment of ICCVs Policy-Annexure U 

• Standard operating Procedure (SOPs) 
Correspondence/file plan-Annexure V 
Complaints management- Annexure W 
Investigations and inspections manual-Annexure X 
Independent Correctional Centre Visitor-Annexure Y 
Mandatory reporting- Annexure Z 

In addition, JICS is also in the process of developing, adopting and approving amongst others the 
following policies: 

Inspecting Judge Remuneration and Service Benefit Policy: JICS-Annexure AA 
Appendix 1 (A to AA) 

Governance 
Independence of JICS lies at the heart of the challenges faced by JICS. The challenges 
mentioned in this business case relating to administration, finance and operations culminate into 
challenges governing JICS. 

Appointment and term of the Inspecting Judge 
The IJ as head of JICS is appointed by the President, presumably after interaction with the 
Minister. Although no duration for the IJ's appointment is stipulated, the average contract seems 
to be three years2. It can be argued that a three-year term of office is not adequate for an IJ to 
complete any long-term projects embarked on. A five or seven year or non-renewable 
employment contract of the IJ may be more suitable. 

Appointment of the Chief Executive Officer 
The IJ identifies a suitable person as CEO, who is responsible for all financial and administrative 
functions of JICS. This process is set out in section 88A of the CSA and enhances the 
independence of JICS. 

2 Appointment terms of the IJ varied from 1 year to 5 years in the past. 
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In terms of sub-section 2, the CEO is appointed by the DCS National Commissioner (NC). It 
seems that the NC has no choice but to appoint the person thus identified. The appointment is a 
purely administrative function that the IJ cannot perform. Nevertheless, this is perceived as 
inappropriate (see the Sonke Gender Justice case) and a change in legislation to empower the 
Director-General of DPSA to administer the appointment may be more appropriate. 

The main challenge, however, is with section 88A (4) of the CSA which stipulates that the IJ must 
refer any matter relating to misconduct and incapacity of the CEO to the NC. 

A case in point is the suspension of the previous JICS CEO. DCS officials entered the JICS Cape 
Town office and suspended the CEO. This included marching him out of the office. The 
psychological effect of this on staff and stakeholders was to clearly indicate that DCS is in control 
of JICS and that the independence of JICS is a myth. 

JICS legislative and corporate form and corporate identity 

Identity 
JICS new corporate identity was launched in 2017 after consultation with the Department 
Government Communication and Information System (GCIS). 

JICS has a strong corporate identity by officially creating a new emblem and specific colours, etc. 

JICS is liaising with SITA to design a new website and already appointed a new media liaison 
officer to enhance the JICS image. 

CONSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGE BY SONKE GENDER JUSTICE 
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Sonke Gender Justice (Sonke) is a Non-governmental Organisation (NGO) that is active within 
Correctional centres in South Africa. 

JICS indicated in its answering affidavit that it will abide by the decision of the court. It seems that 
if Sonke is successful with its application, it will be to JICS advantage. JICS is of the opinion that 
if the recommendations in this business case are accepted, it will moot the relevance of the Sonke 
application. 

(a) In the High court of South Africa, Western Cape Division, Cape Town, case no. 
24227/2016 before the honourable Judge President Hlophe on 20 December 
2018 and by agreement between the parties, the court ordered that-

The applicant and first to fifth respondents agree to postpone the hearing in this 
matter to Thursday 6 June 2019; and stated deadlines for certain steps to be taken. 
The matter was heard on the 6 June 2019, judgment has been reserved by the 
honorable judge. 
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A study of India in particular found that although India has a "Prison Visiting System" as well as 
"Under-trial Review Committees" to ensure oversight via regular inspections in prisons, it seems 
that the monitoring mechanisms have become perfunctory and prisons are not being monitored 
in accordance with law. 

South America 
It was found that although Brazil has one of the world's highest prison population (700,437 as at 
31 January 2019)4 it has no independent prison oversight. 

4 According to World Prison Brief http://www.prisonstudies.org/country/brazil 
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Regional Review 

It was found that due to the different colonial legacies of the countries examined, (some countries' 
laws are based on British law, other Portuguese law and still others French laws), no common 
philosophy on prison oversight exists. 
Countries such as Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Madagascar have no independent prison 
oversight while Mauritius ratified OPCAT in 2005 and has a functioning NPM in the form of their 
Human Rights Commission. 
With the exception of Botswana, no other country within SADC has an oversight body specifically 
for prisons. 
Botswana has a specialised body but their presence in prisons are only once in a 3 month period. 
They also report to the prison authorities which cast doubt on their effectiveness. 

Conclusion on the Regional review 
The South African system of prison oversight (JICS) therefore seems to be the most progressive 
of the SADC countries. JICS should also consider providing the SADC countries with technical 
and strategic expertise's on prison oversights to ensure compliance with the Mandela Rules. 
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With the exception of the DPCI Judge, JICS seems the smallest oversight body with the lowest 
budget. 
Most of the other oversight bodies have their own acts that allow for more powers than JICS 
currently has. 
It was also noted that the head of the bodies all had non-renewable appointment periods of 
between five and ten years. The CSA is silent on the appointment period of the IJ and this causes 
uncertainty regarding projects that the IJ might want to carry out during his/her term. 
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PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

The public as well as stakeholders were invited to comment, and present their views on the future 
of JICS. 

Public comments 
An invitation was placed in the media where the public were invited to forward 
submissions/comments on what would constitute an ideal JICS administratively, as well as legally. 

Stakeholder dialogue 
A stakeholder dialogue was organised for 8 March 2019. 

In addition, all stakeholders were requested to make written submissions on proposed form, 
powers and functions of JICS. Stakeholders were also invited to present their proposals during 
the dialogue. 

The Executive (Minister and Deputy Minister) was invited and both participated. 
The National Commissioner of DCS was also invited but he did not honour the invitation. 
Other Departments such as IPID, DPSA and National Treasury were invited. Officials from 
National Treasury participated in the dialogue. 

Several NGOs were invited and participated. They included inter alia: 
• Sonke Gender Justice 
• African Criminal Justice Reform 
• Detention Justice Forum 
• African Policing Civilian Oversight Forum 

Presentation 
During the dialogue, it became clear that all participants were of the opinion that JICS must be 
more independent from DCS. 

There were no dissenting opinions from the participants regarding the organisational form 
(government component) that JICS proposed. 

Organisational forms available to JICS 

Mainly five institutional options on an organisational form are available for JICS in the Public 
Service: A Programme in DCS; a Specialised Service Delivery Unit; a Public Entity; National 
Department; and a Government Component (GC). 

Conclusion 
A GC seems the only practical solution, to fulfil the immediate need of JICS. It seems that JICS' 
administrative and financial independence will be enhanced if this form is accepted. 
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Any legislative changes that may enhance the operational functions of JICS can be effected in 
due time. 

Established Government Components in South Africa 

The Government Technical Advisory Centre, or GTAC, is an agency of the National Treasury, 
established to support public finance management through professional advisory services, 
programme and project management and transaction support. GTAC promotes public sector 
capacity building through partnerships with academic and research institutions, civil society and 
business organisations. GTAC reports to the Minister of Finance and is established as a 
government component in terms of the PSA. 

The Government Pensions Administration Agency (GPAA), is a government component that 
reports to the Minister of Finance and administers funds and schemes on behalf of the 
Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF), the largest pension fund in Africa. It administers 
the pensions of approximately 1,7 million government employees and pensioners, as well as the 
affairs of their spouses and dependants. 

The Centre for Public Service Innovation (CPSI), was established in 2001 by the Minister for 
Public Service and Administration. In 2008 it was re-launched as the first Government Component 
to be established in terms of the PSA as amended in 2007. 

The CPS! is mandated to develop innovative, sustainable and responsive models for 
improved service delivery. The work of the CPSI is guided by an understanding of 
innovation in a public sector context as "the creation and implementation of new and 
service delivery solutions (systems, processes, methods, models, products and services) 
resulting in significant improvements in outcomes, efficiency, effectiveness and quality". 

The Municipal Infrastructure Support Agent (MISA), was established as a Government 
Component within the Ministry for Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA). It is 
a Schedule 3 entity regulated in terms of the Public Service Act, of 1994. This initiative is an 
integral part of the Department of Cooperative Governance's programme towards improving 
municipal infrastructure provisioning and maintenance for accelerated service delivery, in line with 
the objectives of Local Government Turnaround Strategy. 

South African Development Partnership Agency (SADPA), resorts under the Department of 
International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO) and was established as a Government 
Component in terms of the PSA. 

SADPA assists DIRCO by inter alia developing policy guidelines on outgoing South 
African development cooperation, and providing technical advice on foreign policy in the 
area of development cooperation. 

Government Printing Works (GPW), was established as a government component on 9 October 
2009. The GPW is currently in the process of developing into a State-Owned Enterprise (SOE) 
as it generates income and will therefore be better placed as an SOE) 
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